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How to successfully develop and establish a canon for architecture: Tolomei’s project and its realization

Abstract:

Claudio Tolomei’s program (1542, published 1547) for a gigantic publication project regarding Vitruvius’
De Architectura consisted of 11 volumes (annotations to difficult passages, philological comparisons of all
known versions, emendated text, annotated edition, Italian and Latin [!] translations, lexica, handbooks
for practitioners) and 13 volumes documenting all ancient sources regarding Roman architecture: buildings,
inscriptions, coins, reliefs, statues, paintings, ornaments, instruments etc. The aim of this project was a
new, high and antiquity-based standard set of rules for architecture: a canon in the best sense. While
it is believed that the project belonged to the Accademia della Virtù and resulted in only one book
(Philandrier’s Annotationes, 1544) and a volume of drawings after reliefs, it was, in fact, almost completely
realized by the forgotten Roman Accademia (dello Studio) di Architettura (c. 1535–1555). The paper will
demonstrate its heavy influence on architecture’s classicist canon: Philandrier, Vignola, Barbaro, Palladio,
Bullant and De L’Orme.
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